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Eclectica Contemporary’s presentation for this
year’s FNB Art Joburg is a celebration of
pan-African creative expression, showcasing
artists from Congo, South Africa, Angola and
Egypt. The work is diverse in conceptual and
thematic grounding but cohesive as a collection
of works because there is a focus on
exploring painting textures and colour.

Ibrahim Khatab
Ibrahim Khatab was born in Cairo in 1984 and works as a co-teacher at Cairo University.
His practice spans across the mediums of painting, video art and installation. Khatab has
been practicing since he was 12 years old when he created billboards on cloths and walls
that were put up in the streets of Cairo. This early experience continues to influence his
work and also ignited his passion for Arabic calligraphy which can consistently be seen as
a significant element across his body of work.
Since 2007 Khatab’s work has frequently been presented in group shows and solo exhibitions. He has garnered notable recognition locally and regularly exhibits across various
art centres and galleries in Cairo.
Additionally, Khatab has seen impressive exposure abroad, having exhibited widely – from
Sweden to Cape Town to Oman. He has regularly participated in the annual Youth Salon,
Cairo and has also led many workshops in Visual Arts Center, Oman; Fine Arts Association, Doha; and Sharjah Children Biennial (2013). He has been awarded various prizes for
his work and in 2018 obtained his PhD from Cairo University. Khatab is currently resident
in Cairo, Egypt and represented by Eclectica Contemporary in Southern Africa.

Untitled 1
2020
Mixed media on Board
101.5 x 101.5 cm
SOLD

Untitled 7
2020
Mixed media on Board
101.5 x 101.5 cm
R 57 000

Untitled 4
2020
Mixed media on Board
101.5 x 101.5 cm
SOLD

Untitled I
2020
Mixed media on
Board
120 x 120 cm
R 63 000

Untitled II
2020
Mixed media on
Board
120 x 120 cm
R 63 000

Untitled III
2020
Mixed media on
Board
120 x 120 cm
R 63 000

Nina Holmes
The process of altering or intervening to create work is a significant quality of Nina
Holmes’ practice and she often includes pieces of material or repurposed upholstery.
She likens this process-based approach to “surrealist automatism”, while also allowing
for the inevitable influence of found images, photographs and the borrowing of techniques and inspirations from other paintings. Working loosely and around expectations
Holme’s paintings are never limited to canvas and oil. Instead they push the formal,
rigid canon of painting.
She enjoys working on multiple paintings at the same time, with work spread out
across her studio in Woodstock. The working process is occasionally accompanied by
a grand symphonic soundtrack and sometimes with silence. There is careful thinking
and intense working through various influences and concepts.
Holmes is a Cape Town-based artist who completed her Post Graduate Diploma
(2017) with distinction at the Michaelis School of Fine Art. She has had two solo exhibitions with Eclectica Contemporary and was featured in the 2020 Investec Cape Town
Art Fair solo section.

Did you take the
rubbish out?
2020
Acrylic and oil on
canvas
122 x 91 cm
R 28 000

My Favourite
2020
mixed media
on canvas
198 x 117 cm
R 57 000

Lockdown Lovelies
2020
Acrylic on Board
62 x 87 cm
SOLD

Dead man walking,
2019
oil on board
30 x 34 cm
R 7000

Sonic Landscape
2019
Acrylic on paper
47 x 35 cm
R5 500

Fecund soil
2019
Gouache and
soil on paper
49 x 55 cm
R7 500

Ley Mboramwe
Ley Mboramwe was born and grew up in Kinshasa. He later went on to study at the
Academie des Beaux Arts, known for its rich legacy of artists and cultural workers.
Since moving to Cape Town, his work has evolved and he has focused on painting.
Having previously trained in stone carving, calligraphy and performance art – his current work is imbued with these varied art practices and the traditions he immerses
himself in.
Mboramwe’s vigorous burst of lines and colours on canvas activate a kind of energy
within the room that calls for attention. As he has both celebrated and grappled with
his memories and experiences of the Congo, and the journeys he has taken since, his
paintings become a site of processing and reflection on his childhood in the country
and the landscape he has had to leave behind. Mboramwe creates a conversation
about the journeys he has embarked on, expressed through his work and the dynamics illustrated through the play of abstraction in figurative images. His participation in
group exhibitions, art fairs and solo exhibitions over the past four years has traced his
creative trajectory from primary colours and monotones, to vast spectrums of colours
and vibrancy. Viewing his art encompasses an experience of witnessing the passion
of the artist, seeing how the drive to create is so strong that his own excitement takes
over his mark making and, as such, the experience of painting becomes mirrored in
the viewing too.

May the Lord be
Glorified
2020
Acrylic on canvas
130 x 130cm
SOLD

Retour aux Pay
2020
acrylic on canvas
130 x 130 cm
SOLD

Qui est le roi du
Zaïre
2020
acrylic on canvas
130 x 130 cm
SOLD

Corruption and the
Virus
2020
acrylic on canvas
130 x 130 cm
R38 000

I Can’t Run
2020
acrylic on canvas
130 x 130 cm
R38 000

João Ladeira
João Ladeira is a contemporary artist whose works comment on current affairs in society with a particular emphasis on the state of life in the African continent. For the past
8 years, he has worked on issues affecting the migration of people around the African
continent. Ladeira’s art exposes the human side of displaced people on the continent
of Africa. A victim of two civil wars himself, Ladeira uses his lived experience of displacement to shed light on the daily struggles and humanity of ordinary people. His
works aim to capture the extraordinary people and places he portrays. Ladeira also
finds comfort working with traditional African music instruments and contemporary jazz
themes. Ladeira is a graduate of the University of Johannesburg where he earned a
Masters Degree in Fine Art. He has worked in various disadvantaged community engagement programs around South Africa. Ladeira has extensively travelled throughout
the continents of Africa, North America and Europe.

Dark Blue
2020
Acrylic, charcoal on
canvas and fabric
117 x 172 cm
R27 500

Exodus
2019
Acrylic, charcoal on
canvas and fabric
127 x 170 cm
R29 500

Fin
2020
Acrylic, charcoal on
canvas and fabric
114 x 164 cm
SOLD

Sea of Roses II
2019
Acrylic, charcoal on canvas and
fabric
221 x 116 cm
R32 500

Eclectica Contemporary | Gallery Lab

LegakwanaLeo Makgekgenene expands and broadens the mediums they work with, reminding viewers that art has the capacity to be timeless, while grounded in recognition of
varying histories as well as looking forward to new imaginings. The realms of physical and
digital overlap and intersect in a vibrant culmination of photography, photo-manipulation, live
video, animation, sculpture, costume making and integrated sound pieces. Their work aims
to re-materialize the metaphorical spaces where taught ideologies and memories are held,
recognising how narratives, conceptualisations and entrenched understandings play a role
in shaping African Contemporaneity. In this way, their practice catalyses a challenging of
experiential environments, and furthermore how we engage with them.
Makgekgenene’s work is embedded with allegorical storytelling, looking to idioms and satire
to air out the psychological remnants of personal, social and political disillusionment. The act
of storytelling is so integral that Makgekgenene goes so far as to say “all my work is prefaced by Bo Mmaruri, followed by an ‘idiomatic’ title. I would say then, that the images and
objects thereafter are only ‘supporting documents’.” So images exist as documentation of
their praxis, but remain an avenue of exploration, rather than the entirety.

LegakwanaLeo Makgekgenene

Of the interplay between concept and imagery in their practice, Makgekgenene explains that
“I imagine [the works] as not too dissimilar to the coloured pencil illustrations that would be
alongside the comprehension text in our Setswana textbooks. Setswana is an oral culture, a
lot of our colloquialisms are similes and metaphors, the language becomes increasingly and
poetically vague in it’s expression the better one knows it. This paradox has always been
of interest to me”. They point out that language and particularly the ones they speak are
“context markers and describing tools - like images. Language is a barrier or a bridge like
any other”. An expanding of language, in allegory, engagement and play, is prominent in all
the works. They explain that “though language has the ability to limit the imagination, I think
we are only limited by the predetermined terms of engagement. I choose to interact with it
aqueously”.
LegakwanaLeo Makgekgenene’s work is an offering of exploration, extending and reaching
beyond known realms. They challenge, interrogate, re-illustrate and prompt re/dis-illusion. As
an artist exploring new working potentials in our ever changing world, the works offer a guide
into alternative imagining and radical creativity.

Seipone sontaga le Mangeloi
(Mirror/reflective Sunday with
the angels)
2020
Digital photomontage
80 x 60 cm
Ed. 1/3
R7500 (unframed)

Noga ga e latelwe mosimeng (The snake is not to
be followed to it's hole)
2019
Digital photomantage
80 x 60 cm
Ed. 1/3
R7500 (unframed)

John 6:55 (Modisa's Eucharist) (I, II
& III)
2020
Digital Photomontage
47 × 70.7 cm
Ed. 1/3
R7500 each (unframed)

Psalms 11:6 (E re o tlhalefela ngaka,
le bolwetse o bo tlhalefe) (When
you become wise of the healer, also
become wise of the sickness)
2020
Digital photomantage
47,3 × 71 cm
Ed. 1/3
R7500 (unframed)
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